WHAT IS ANTISEMITISM?

Paper presented by Robin Margo S.C. on 21 July 2009 at Affinity Conference
“Challenging Islamophobia; towards social justice & inclusion”. This version
includes the gist of some additional comments that were made orally when the
paper was presented.
A:

PRELIMINARY

In the most extensive poll of the Muslim world to date, conducted by the Gallup
Centre for Muslim Studies, respondents were asked among other things to identify
what they saw as reasons for poor relations between the West and Islam. The most
common response expressed frustration at the West’s lack of respect for Islam. The
Gallup World Poll confirmed that “the most important factor in determining how
Muslims react to the West is not what Muslims think about the West but rather how
they perceive the West’s thoughts about them”. 1 .
As Charles Taylor observed: 2
“…our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the
misrecognition of others, and so a person or group of people can suffer real
damage, real distortion, if the people or society around them mirror back to them
a confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves. Nonrecognition
or misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning
someone in a false, distorted, and reduced mode of being.”
This conference is about the effects of nonrecognition and misrecognition on our
Muslim brothers and sisters and members of my community, who have been here
throughout, have come primarily to learn from them and to stand with them, which we
have done before and will continue to do in future.
But Affinity, to its credit, has also asked me, a member of the Jewish community, to
speak about antisemitism at a conference on Islamophobia, thus affirming that the
need for respect and understanding is one shared by every religious and cultural group
in multicultural Australia and that antisemitism, the longest hatred, has lessons for us
all.
1
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In doing so I am conscious of how hard it is to see things through another’s eyes, to
stand in their shoes, and I am also conscious of the extra difficulty caused by conflicts
elsewhere in the world.
But this is a conference about social cohesion in Australia, and for us to have genuine
and respectful relationships here, in this wonderful country, we must be able to talk to
each other sometimes about some of these difficulties and different points of view,
and still to honour, respect and trust each other as human beings and fellow citizens.
Otherwise our relationships could only be superficial, merely attending each other’s
conferences, saying the right things and pretending to know and like each other.
I don’t want that. It is also not respectful of others. And I am encouraged to be more
honest and open here because of the degree of trust and respect that has been building
over years, at the personal level and through practical activities and work such as:
Affinity’s Abraham Conferences
Our work with Affinity and other faiths and cultures in Youth Encounters
Our shared Respect, Understanding and Acceptance programme in schools
The work done by Together for Humanity, not a Board of Deputies project, but
including such people as Rabbi Zalman Kastel and Donna Jacobs Sive from our
community, and Jihad Dib, my co-panelist, who is also on their Board, work that
has reached some 50,000 students, with good evidence that it is significantly
reducing Islamophobia and antisemitism.
May I quote a student after a Together for Humanity programme that involved four
majority Muslim schools, two Christian schools and one Jewish school:
“I felt a sense of unity. I felt closer and more in touch with other students the
same age as myself. I was able to step outside of my bubble and be exposed to
one of the many other cultures that contribute to our society. I felt so privileged
to be able to take part in such an eye-opening event. It just goes to show how
one day can change a person’s life forever. It can give one more respect for
others. That one day was the first layer of bricks used to build a world of peace
and understanding.”
In that spirit, I turn now to a brief history of antisemitism, not for its own sake as
history, but because one needs to know the history to be able to recognise antisemitic
myths or stereotypes when they are used in modern times and to understand the
enormously threatening associations and harmful effects they have for our people.
I shall then refer to some strategies Jews have tried to combat antisemitism that might
be helpful in the fight against Islamophobia and to some lessons for us all.
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The history of antisemitism shows how disrespect and contempt for a particular group
or culture, in this case the Jews but it could be any of us, can create a climate of
opinion, and even racist cultural archetypes, that cause not only immense pain,
suffering and social, economic and political exclusion and isolation, but can also serve
as precursors to mob violence, mass murder and genocide.
My written comments on such a large subject are of necessity summarised and
incomplete and my oral comments must be even briefer. But I am happy to engage in
further discussion into the future with anyone of good will. 3
B:

MEANING AND APPLICATION OF THE TERM “ANTISEMITISM”

Despite its apparently general etymology, “antisemitism” refers only to Jews, not to
other Semitic peoples. The unhyphenated spelling is therefore to be preferred.
In 1873, German journalist Wilhelm Marr used “Semitismus” interchangeably with
“Judentum” to refer to the Jewish people (as a collective) or to Jewishness (Jewish
values or way of life). And in 1879, he coined the word “Antisemitismus”, denoting
opposition to the Jewish people and Jewish values, which he regarded as a threat to
German culture in a century when German Jews were beginning to experience a
degree of emancipation.
The term has since been used to refer to hatred of the Jewish people and Jewish values
in all the forms it has taken over more than 2000 years.
C:

PAGAN ANTISEMITISM

As the first emphatically monotheistic religion, Judaism was not easily accommodated
in polytheistic pre-Christian societies. Religious practices such as Sabbath
observance, circumcision, and strict dietary laws also marked the Jews as different
from most others in the pagan world. Statements expressing antipathy to Judaism and
Jews can be found in both Greek and Roman writers and later provided fertile soil for
Christian antisemitism.
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There were also outbreaks of violence against Jews in the ancient world. Some
examples include:
 anti-Jewish riots and murders in Alexandria in the third century BCE and
again in 38 CE;
 the attempt by the Greek Selucid ruler, Antiochus Epiphanes IV, to proscribe
Jewish religious practices in the 2nd and 1st centuries BCE, which resulted in
the revolt of the Maccabees and the establishment of the Hasmonean Jewish
dynasty; and
 the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans in 70 CE, which put an end to
Jewish self-government until modern times.
D:

CHRISTIAN ANTISEMITISM

The advent of Christianity added new and far more dangerous elements to pagan
antisemitism because Christianity defined itself in opposition to Judaism and
demonised the Jews.
Christian theology falsely accused “the Jews”, as a collective and for all generations,
of deicide, literally the murder of G-d in the person of Jesus, and attributed to them a
universal, cosmic quality of evil, depicting them in sermons, writing, morality plays
and the plastic arts as children of the Devil, followers of the Antichrist and “the
synagogue of Satan”.
Related paranoid fantasies of Christian Jew-hatred were that “the Jews”:
 desecrated the wafer used in holy communion;
 ritually murdered Christian children to use their blood for the making of
Passover matzah;
 poisoned wells and spread disease (Jews were blamed e.g. for the Black Death
and thousands were killed in horrific ways); and
 were always plotting to corrupt and undermine Christian society and to take
over the world.
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E:

MARGINALISATION AND OPPRESSION OF JEWS IN EUROPE

As a result, Jews were marginalised and subjected to all sorts of humiliating social,
legal, economic and political disabilities:
 Jews were forbidden to enter trades or professions or to own land.
 Frequently they had to wear a badge or a distinguishing colour, garment or hat.
 They had to live in ghettos, segregated from the general population.
 There were frequent incidents of forced conversion and mob violence
(pogroms) against Jews. During the Crusades, and at other times too, they
were massacred and their property was looted.
Attacks on and expulsions of Jews were so common in European history that by the
mid-1500s Christians had forcibly emptied most of Western Europe of Jews (and in
Spain and Portugal of Muslims as well).
F:

PARANOID MYTHS OF POLITICAL ANTISEMITISM

As Christianity spread, this hate-filled image of “the Jews” became an integral part of
European and Western culture (and in modern times, was transfused into other
cultures as well). To this day, protean paranoid myths of political antisemitism
include at least the following:
 “The Jews” are a totally depraved people actively seeking the destruction or
corruption of non-Jewish society.
 Unlike all other population groups, membership of the Jewish people is
essentially membership of a conspiracy.
 Because of the harmful and conspiratorial nature of Jewish culture, Jews are a
permanent collective threat to the well-being of any nation that harbours
them. 4
G:

THE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS OF ZION

The Protocols of the Elders of Zion is a notorious forgery that repeats the paranoid
conspiracy myths of political antisemitism and has been used by antisemites since the
4
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beginning of the 20th Century to make a scapegoat of the Jewish people and to justify
every kind of oppression of them, including genocide.
It purports to record the protocols (principles) of a Jewish and Masonic plot to achieve
world domination and was fabricated sometime between 1895 and 1902 by a Russian
journalist, Matvei Golovinski, in association with the head of the Russian secret
police in Paris, Pyotr Rachkovsky. The Tsarist secret police, the Okrhana, presented a
copy to Tsar Nicholas II, as a possible means of fighting democratic tendencies by
proving they were Jewish, but the Tsar, though an antisemite, was no fool. He
recognised it as a blatant forgery and wrote in the margin: “One does not defend a
worthy cause by vile means.” 5
Following the Russian Revolution of 1917, however, anti-Bolshevik émigrés brought
the Protocols to the West. Soon after, editions circulated across Europe, the United
States, South America, and Japan. An Arabic translation first appeared in the 1920s.
Beginning in 1920, auto magnate Henry Ford's newspaper, The Dearborn
Independent, published a series of articles based in part on the Protocols. The book of
this series, The International Jew, was translated into at least 16 languages. Both
Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels praised Ford and The International Jew.
Hitler referred to the Protocols in Mein Kampf and they were used extensively in Nazi
antisemitic propaganda. The Nazi party published at least 23 editions of the Protocols
between 1919 and 1939. The Nazis came to power in 1933 and two years later the
Protocols became required reading in many German schools.
The forgery has been exposed many times:
 In 1921, the London Times presented conclusive proof that the Protocols was
a "clumsy plagiarism", showing that they had been copied in large part from a
French political satire -- Maurice Joly's Dialogue in Hell Between Machiavelli
and Montesquieu (1864). Other investigations revealed that one chapter of a
Prussian novel, Hermann Goedsche's Biarritz (1868), had also been used for
the Protocols. Joly’s satire was directed at the French Emperor Napoleon III
and made no mention of the Jews. Joly in turn based his work on a popular
novel by Eugéne Sue that attacked the Jesuits. Golovinski changed the
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plotters from Napoleon III to the Jews, just as Joly had changed them from the
Jesuits to Napoleon III.
 In 1935, a Swiss court fined two Nazi leaders for circulating a Germanlanguage edition of the Protocols in Berne, Switzerland. The presiding justice
at the trial declared the Protocols "libellous," "obvious forgeries," and
"ridiculous nonsense."
 The U.S. Senate issued a report in 1964 declaring that the Protocols were
"fabricated." The Senate called the contents of the Protocols "gibberish" and
criticized those who "peddled" the Protocols for using the same propaganda
technique as Hitler.
 In 1993, a Russian court ruled that Pamyat, a far-right nationalist organization,
had committed an antisemitic act by publishing the Protocols.
Unfortunately, despite these exposures of the fraud, many school textbooks
throughout the Islamic world today teach the Protocols as fact. Countless political
speeches, editorials, and even children's cartoons are derived from the Protocols. In
2002, Egypt's government-sponsored television aired during Ramadan an entire
miniseries, A Rider without a Horse, based on the Protocols, an event condemned by
the U.S. State Department and by some Arab writers.6 And Hamas draws in part on
the Protocols to justify its attacks against Israeli civilians.
The U.S. Department of State's "Report on Global Anti-Semitism" (2004) stated: "The
clear purpose of the [Protocols is] to incite hatred of Jews and of Israel." One cannot
believe in the Protocols without being an antisemite.
Though many websites expose the Protocols as a fraud, the Internet has made it much
easier to use the Protocols to spread hatred of Jews. Today, a typical Internet search
yields several hundred thousand sites that disseminate the Protocols or expose them
as a fraud. As an educational antidote, the US Holocaust Memorial Museum has
mounted an exhibition titled “A Dangerous Lie: The Protocols of the Elders of Zion”
(http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/article.php?lang=en&ModuleId=10007058)
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H:

RACIAL ANTISEMITSM AND THE HOLOCAUST

The Spanish Inquisition had introduced a racial element into Christian antisemitism
with its notion of “purity of blood” (“limpieza de sangre” in Spanish, “limpeza de
sangue” in Portuguese), used to distinguish “Old Christians” from converts to
Christianity who had Jewish or Muslim ancestors.
Racial antisemitism gained impetus in the 19th Century, when pseudo-scientific ideas
of race were used by antisemites to distinguish Jews from a supposedly purer, Aryan
race. Jews had sometimes been able to escape the worst excesses of religious
antisemitism by conversion or assimilation but racial antisemitism allowed no such
escape.
The Nazis labelled Jews as racially “inferior and subhuman”, a threat to the purity of
the German master race. The Nazis started with verbal attacks and propaganda
stigmatising the “the Jews”, then excluded them from the professions and universities,
then isolated them in ghettoes, and eventually murdered 6 million in the Holocaust.
As historian Raul Hilberg said: 7
“From the earliest days, from the fourth century, Christianity had said to the Jews:
‘You may not live among us as Jews.’ The secular rulers who followed from the
late Middle Ages then decided: ‘You may not live among us’, and the Nazis finally
decreed: ‘You may not live.’”
I:

NAZI TRANSFUSION OF ANTISEMITISM INTO THE ISLAMIC
WORLD

The religious and racial versions of European antisemitism were originally quite
foreign to Islam.
Islam regarded both Christians and Jews as dhimmis, People of the Book, with relative
freedom to practise their own religion and administer their internal affairs, but on
conditions designed to remind them of their inferiority to Muslims. They had to pay
the jizya (a special tax) and were subject over the centuries to a multitude of
humiliating social and legal disabilities. The most degrading was the requirement of
distinctive clothing, invented in early medieval Baghdad and then copied, and more
rigorously enforced, in Christian Europe. There have also been massacres, forced
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conversions, and destruction or closing of synagogues in Muslim lands and in some
places, like Morocco, Jews were confined to walled quarters (mellahs).
But until modern times there was no fantasy in the Muslim world of a global Jewish
conspiracy. Jews therefore generally had better lives under Muslim rulers, e.g. in
Andalus, than under Christian rulers and were able to contribute extensively to
scholarship and the professions.
Today however the places where antisemitism is most overtly expressed and
practised, with state endorsement, and using all the worst stereotypes of Christian and
Nazi antisemitism, is in Islamic lands. Propaganda against Israel regularly extends to
include the Jewish people and their religion. The blood libel has been revived from
time to time, e.g. by the late King Faisal, and translations of the Protocols, Mein
Kampf and other antisemitic texts into Arabic, Turkish and other languages and are
widely circulated in Islamic countries. Media in Muslim countries are filled daily with
insulting and cruel caricatures, stories and cartoons, not only of Israel but of Jews.
Many attribute this exclusively to the establishment of the State of Israel and the
Arab-Israeli conflict. But its roots run deeper and further back in history.
First, it was always axiomatic that dhimmis as second-class citizens should not
dominate Muslims but be dominated by them and that they were to be kept in a lower
state. The intensity of resentment of Israel in some Muslim countries today cannot be
fully understood, I believe, except against the background of that traditional principle
and practice which has been turned upside down in our time by the Israeli presence in
the Middle East. 8
Secondly, there was a direct transfusion of Nazi antisemitism into Muslim countries
long before the establishment of the State of Israel. The 1930s, which saw the birth of
the Muslim Brotherhood, also saw an alliance between Haj Amin al-Husseini, the
Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, and the Nazis. The Nazis exploited Arab nationalism and
broadcast to the Arab masses in Palestine by Radio Zeesen, skillfully mingling
antisemitic propaganda with quotations from the Qur’an and Arabic music. This
propaganda also reached Iran, where it influenced the Ayatollah Khomeini. Al-
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Husseini fled to Berlin during the war, where he made clear his approval of the Nazi
Holocaust. 9 Regrettably, he was never repudiated by any Arab or Muslim spokesman
and Hitler was often honoured in Muslim countries, as was Eichmann later. Many
Nazi officials escaped to Cairo and Damascus after the Second World War where they
enjoyed asylum or safe passage to other places, such as South America.

Haj Al-Husseini with Adolf Hitler in Berlin
J:

CHRISTIAN ATONEMENT SINCE THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Nazism was not a Christian phenomenon. But without the long history of Christian
antisemitism and Christian violence against Jews, Nazi ideology could not have taken
hold nor could it have been carried out.
In the West at least, therefore, in the first decades after the Second World War the
Holocaust became a cornerstone of modern ethical consciousness, not just for Jews
but for all humankind, deepening conscience and responsibility, and making a most
particular story universal.
In 1965, the Second Vatican Council, under Pope Paul VI, published Nostra Aetate,
part 4 of which stressed the common patrimony binding the Church and Israel,
deplored hatred and persecution of the Jews and forbade representing the Jewish
people of old or today as guilty of the death of Jesus and called for fraternal dialogue
and biblical studies between Christians and Jews.
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Further documents have been issued since elaborating the principal aims of Nostra
Aetate and some national Catholic hierarchies have issued documents of their own, as
have some of the mainline Protestant churches, especially in the United States.
For example, in 1994, the Church Council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America, the largest Lutheran denomination in the United States and a member of the
Lutheran World Federation publicly rejected Luther's antisemitic writings. (The
Nazis had used Martin Luther's book, On the Jews and Their Lies (1543) to claim a
moral righteousness for their ideology. In that book Luther went so far as to advocate
the murder of Jews who refused to convert to Christianity, writing that "we are at
fault in not slaying them".)
Progress continues to be made in Jewish-Christian relations at the institutional level
and between people of good will on both sides, but the effects of 2000 years of
Christian antisemitism have not yet been eradicated.
K:

AN INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED DEFINITION OF
CONTEMPORARY ANTISEMITSM

Realisation of the enormous inhumanity of the Holocaust has made antisemitism
officially unacceptable after the Second World War in most Western nations, at least
at government level. Antisemitism and Holocaust denial have been condemned, even
criminalised, by many nation states, including some that were involved as
perpetrators. 10
Attached to this paper is the Working Definition of Antisemitism developed by the
European Union Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia (EUMC), which
monitors racism and xenophobia in the 31 countries and candidate countries of the
European Union, in collaboration with key NGOs and representatives of the Office of
Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR).
The EUMC, now called the European Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA),
adopted the definition in 2005 and distributed it to all its national monitors. In
September 2006, the definition was adopted by the United Kingdom All-Party
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Parliamentary Inquiry into Antisemitism. 11 It is also employed by units of the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), representing about 56
states. The definition has been translated into 33 languages and copies of the Arabic
and Turkish translations are also attached. In February 2009, it was adopted in the
London Declaration on Combating Antisemitism, a copy of which is also attached.
The definition commences as follows:
“Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred
toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed
toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish
community institutions and religious facilities. In addition, such manifestations
could also target the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. ”
Then follows a list of specific forms that contemporary antisemitism can take, from
which I refer here only to the following:


Justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology or
an extremist view of religion.



Making dehumanising or demonising allegations about Jews or the power of
Jews, especially myths about a world Jewish conspiracy, that Jews control the
media, economy or other institutions.



Denying the Holocaust or accusing the Jews or Israel of inventing or
exaggerating it.



Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g.: by claiming
that Israel is a racist endeavour.



Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.



Using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g.,
claims of Jews killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.

However, criticism of Israel similar to that levelled against any other country cannot
be regarded as antisemitic.
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L:

21st CENTURY ILLUSTRATIONS OF FORMS OF ANTISEMITISM
REFERRED TO IN THE INTERNATIONAL DEFINITION

Justifying the killing or harming of Jews in
the name of a radical ideology or an
extremist view of religion

Demonising allegations about the power of Jews, especially
myths about a world Jewish conspiracy

14

Promotion of the Protocols forgery

Using symbols and images associated with classic
antisemitism (e.g.: claims of Jews killing Jesus) to
characterize Israel or Israelis
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Using symbols and images
associated with classic antisemitism
(e.g.: the blood libel) to characterize
Israel or Israelis

Denying the Holocaust or
accusing the Jews of inventing or
exaggerating it
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Denying the Jewish people their right to
self-determination, e.g.: by claiming that Israel is a
racist endeavor

Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to
that of the Nazis
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M:

FURTHER RE ANTI-ZIONISM AND ANTISEMITISM

As the international definition points out, not all criticism of Israel is necessarily
antisemitic. Since the establishment of Israel, however, while it is theoretically
possible to be anti-Zionist without being antisemitic, to be so in practice is another
matter, and anti-Zionism is often intermixed with, or a mask for, antisemitism.
It is that linkage in practice that Martin Luther King was referring to when,
challenging a black student who attacked “Zionists”, he snapped ‘When people
criticize Zionists they mean Jews. You are talking anti-Semitism”.
After the 1967 Six Day War, in a reversal of roles tiny Israel came to be viewed as
Goliath and the much larger and richer Arab world as David. Anti-Zionism,
understandable perhaps among Arab nationalists, became a catch cry also for an
incongruous coalition of old style right-wing antisemites and high-minded clergymen,
intellectuals, communists, socialists and left-wing humanitarians, united by sympathy
for Palestinian refugees (as opposed to the roughly equivalent number of Jewish
refugees from Muslim countries), Arab national aspirations, anti-globalism and antiAmericanism.
Calls to dismantle the Jewish state, whether they come from radicalised Muslims, the
Left, or the radical Right 12 , increasingly rely on antisemitic stereotypes, such as the
manipulative "Jewish lobby", the Jewish/Zionist "world conspiracy" and
Jewish/Israeli "warmongers", displaying unmistakable analogies to the worst
European antisemitism before the Holocaust.
It is this context that the Protocols are being so widely promoted.
The common denominator of this form of radical anti-Zionism has been the
systematic effort to demonise and criminalise Israeli and Jewish behaviour, so as to
place it beyond the pale of civilized and acceptable conduct, and it is all the more
chilling because it has so often been accompanied by express and repeated threats of
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further genocide against Jews. 13 The illustrations in the preceding section speak for
themselves in that regard.
This is a complex matter and, in the context of a conference about mutual respect and
inclusion, I want to close by referring only to what Zionism actually means for Jews.
As Father Flannery points out 14 , at the core of the anti-Zionist rationale is both a
fallacy and a refusal.


The fallacy consists in defining Jewishness as only a religion, not a
peoplehood or a nation, whereas it is essentially all of these; and



the refusal consists in not allowing Jews to define themselves.

Throughout their long history Jews have identified themselves as a people wedded to
a Law, a homeland (Israel) and a nationhood. Zionism has its origin in the Torah,
Judaism’s most sacred book, not, as some think, in the political movement launched
by Theodore Herzl and his collaborators in the 19th and 20th centuries. For the
committed Jew, therefore, an attack on Zionism, on Israel, is an attack on his
Jewishness and his Judaism. 15
President Obama’s Cairo speech was quite wrong therefore in presenting the Jewish
presence in Palestine as a sort of restitution for the Holocaust.
To understand Zionism in that historically inaccurate way, is to diminish the
determination of the Jewish people through the ages to reclaim their homeland and
restore its dispersed sons and daughters to Zion – not as a reparation, but as a right.
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Long before the Holocaust, Jews were already at work in the desert, in the swamps, in
their kibbutzim, in their new cities, including Tel Aviv, in their business enterprises,
in their universities and research institutions. And moreover they had revived their
ancient language, making it a living tongue. Hitler had nothing to do with this drive
for renewed self determination.
By the time World War II began, there were already approximately 450,000 Jews in
Palestine. Most of them had arrived in response to the 1917 Balfour Declaration and
the approval by the League of Nations of a British mandate for a Jewish homeland in
Palestine.
That recognition by the international community of a place for Jewish sovereignty in
post-war Palestine was only one of several rearrangements contemplated for the vast
territories that had been governed by the now expired Ottoman Empire. From this
land mass emerged the States of Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Jordan, North Yemen and
various other adjustments of frontiers on behalf of the Wilsonian principle of the selfdetermination of nations. These countries, comprising almost the entire Fertile
Crescent, were vouchsafed to the Arabs, their first experiments at self-government in
history. And it is in that context that a tiny part of western Palestine was intended for
the Jews.
The problems and injustices arising from the displacement of both Arabs and Jews
during the Arab-Israeli conflict will not be resolved by resorting to demonisation and
antisemitic stereotypes. There are two peoples involved in the conflict, each with its
own narrative, and each has a right to self-determination. May the day come in our
lifetime when they will live alongside each other exercising their respective rights of
self-determination in peace and mutual respect.
N:

SOME STRATEGIES

The following are some strategies Jews have tried in combating antisemitism that
might be useful in dealing with Islamophobia. 16

16

I am indebted to Rabbi Zalman Kastel, Uri Windt and Lynda Ben Menashe for comments and suggestions in this and other
parts of this paper.
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Assimilation
Some Jews have tried assimilation, either abandoning traditional religious and cultural
practices or keeping them low key when interacting with the wider, non-Jewish
society. This has had some benefits. Some individuals have risen even to high public
office, which might not have occurred had they not appeared to be fully integrated
into the dominant society and culture. From a traditional perspective, however,
assimilation could be a high price to pay, losing some or all of one’s full Jewish
heritage to be accepted in wider society as an individual, but not as a member of one’s
distinct religious or cultural group. In some cases, the strategy of assimilation proved
positively disastrous for the Jews. In Germany, for example, as a degree of
emancipation became possible in the 19th century, many Jews strove to be more
German than the Germans, fully adopting and contributing to German culture, yet
they and their children experienced the backlash of racial antisemitism and their
German culture, even valiant and decorated war service for Germany in the First
World War, afforded them no protection when the Nazis rose to power.
Community representation
In all generations, Jews have also formed bodies to represent their community to the
authorities, seeking protection from antisemitism or other assistance from the powers
that be. The NSW Jewish Board of Deputies represents the Jews of New South Wales
to government in that way and conversely, government can communicate with the
Jewish community through the Board. The Muslim community is much larger and
even more diverse than the Jewish community in New South Wales but it would
probably benefit were it able to speak with one voice or at least fewer voices.
Incident recording
It greatly assists representations to government to have a good system for collecting
and recording incidents of religious or racial racism. The Jewish communities of
Australia collect and analyse reports and produce through their federal body, the
Executive Council of Australian Jewry, an annual report on antisemitic incidents. We
would be happy to assist the Muslim community in any way we might be able to in
that regard.
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The broad strategy
The most effective strategy adopted by Jews, however, has not had antisemitism as its
primary focus. In many countries, Jews have put into practice Jewish teachings and
values of social justice for all in the community, supporting others in their struggles
against prejudice and racism, on the basis a more just society which rejects racism
will also reject antisemitism.
I am not claiming any special virtue for Jews in this regard. Social justice is taught by
Islam, Christianity and all major religions and people of many faiths have supported
such struggles. But Jews have also made a contribution. In the United States, for
example, Jews were among the strongest supporters of Martin Luther King throughout
the long struggle of Afro-Americans for civil rights. That struggle resulted over time
in the reduction of overt racism in the United States to a point, unimaginable in the
1960s within the time it actually took, where Barack Obama could be elected as the
first black President of the United States.17 In South Africa, the country I was born
in, more than half the white defendants in the huge Treason Trial of the 1950s were
Jews and in the Rivonia Trial, involving Nelson Mandela, all the white defendants
were Jewish. 18
This strategy has had its setbacks for Jews. For example, despite Martin Luther
King’s strong personal stand against antisemitism, American blacks have sometimes
succumbed to it. And in South Africa today, antisemitism is again rearing its ugly
head. But it is on the whole a good strategy, I believe, and one in which all faiths and
cultural groups can be allies, giving each other mutual support.
O:

SOME LESSONS

In the film Cabaret, set in pre-war Nazi Berlin, a Jewish couple are portrayed in a
nightclub cabaret as chimpanzees and the male, played by Joel Grey, sings: “… if you
could see her through my eyes, she wouldn’t look Jewish at all.”

17
18

The vast majority of American Jews voted for Obama in that election.
Those defendants were for the most part Jews in the socialist tradition, not strongly connected to the organised community,
but they nonetheless identified and were identified as Jews. Helen Suzman, on the other hand, was a Jewish parliamentarian
who for many years acted as an unofficial ombudsman for many disenfranchised people.
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To understand another’s life, religion, culture and traditions – to see through others’
eyes or stand in their shoes - requires imagination, sensitivity, good faith and above
all sustained effort, effort to build meaningful relationships, effort to build trust and
understanding.
One lesson I draw from this conference is that we all have an obligation in
multicultural Australia to make sustained efforts to build relationships and to get to
know and understand each other better, to respect what Rabbi Jonathan Sacks calls
“the Dignity of Difference” – which is respect for the other as other and not as
potentially the same. Or as the Holy Qur’an (49:13) says: Allah/Hashem “made you
into nations and tribes, that you may know each other”
I hope I have gained from this conference a better understanding of my fellow
Australians who are Muslims and of the pain that Islamophobia causes them. And I
have tried in my turn to give Muslims and other non-Jews some understanding of
what antisemitism has meant and still means for us Jews, because an understanding of
antisemitism, its awful history, and its continuing harmful effects, and rejection of
antisemitism in any form, is a necessary precondition for any sincere dialogue with
the Jewish community. 19
A second lesson from this conference, I believe, is that we share an obligation as
Australians to stand up for each other against racism in any form – be it Islamophobia,
antisemitism or racism against Asians, Aboriginals, refugees or other groups or
individuals in our society. 20
With 25% of its population born overseas and 50% with an overseas born parent,
Australia is a very special place in having welcomed and embraced so many and so
diverse a range of communities. That bestows a very special responsibility on us as
Australians to maintain social cohesion and mutual respect.
This cannot be taken for granted. As has happened with economic downturns in the
past, the Global Financial Crisis will encourage xenophobia and racism that threatens
to fracture Australian society. Who would have thought that Indian students would be
19
20

There are more Holocaust survivors per capita in Australia than in any country other than Israel.
The Jewish community in NSW has taken stands against Islamophobia, e.g. in relation to the Camden school issue and in
defence of a Muslim girl’s right to wear a hijab at school.
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the first to feel its brunt? And we have reports already of the revival of an antiimmigration political party.
What we all want is a “safe space”, personal and communal dignity, and equal
opportunity to earn and contribute to our society.
The challenge is to create a framework in which these can be the ethical, social and
political norm. I would like to see us all reconvene in the near future at a conference
to define afresh multiculturalism in Australia and to creating a policy framework that
will support understanding, respect and social harmony. Hopefully that might lead to
a time when we no longer need to discuss either Islamophobia or antisemitism.
---ooo0ooo--Attachments:
1. The Working Definition of Antisemitism adopted by the EUMC/European
Union, ODIHR, OSCE and UK All-Party Parliamentary Inquiry
2. Arabic translation thereof
3. Turkish translation thereof
4. The London Declaration on Combating Antisemitism

